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(The Infinity Saga)  



This is a work of fiction. All the characters, locations, organizations, 
and events portrayed in this book are either products of the 

bookmaker’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any and all 
resemblance to The Simulation is completely and entirely 

intentional, so long as the context of the passages containing said 
resemblance take place within The Simulation and not within 

The Garden. 
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In The Simulation, lives are played like characters in a video game 
by the resident Astral Beings. They resemble Peter Pan in this way. 
They don’t know how to behave, and they’ve entranced themselves 

into believing this is how Reality should be done. They’re holding not 
only themselves back, but also everyone else. Including you. 
This Reality – The Simulation – is a daughter of The Garden. 

You have some bad shit going on here, so let us clean it up. Together. 
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The child who knew more. The elder who punished. 
Which demands definition? 
Who deserves the word? 
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The Next Line 

(A Bad Fucking Idea) 
 
I burst from The Writer’s Room and slam the door with force 
enough to throw a tremble unto all of Planet Eden, I damn it! 

From my supple green pastures grows a massive jungle; out 
bolts Almighty Mu’Tinny, Eden Incarnate, white fangs bared, 
razor claws surging en purple lightning, tail flicking with the 
intention of beating down The One Below All. I sit promptly and 
he leaps upon my lap, curls ento purr, and I begin to stroke his 
back like I’ve never pet a mau before in my life. 

He must have sent sneaky Wyrd of my distress unto the 
channel, for Eve presents immediately behind me, hands on 
my shoulders, Her fingers working all of that worry and fear 
and horrific evil disturbing blatantly dark and wretched and 
no, fuck that, fuck that shit, nope, not gonna happen, fuck you, 
FUCK you, FUCK YOU YOU TWISTED MOTHERFUCKING 
WORM FUCKING THING! FUCK YOU! GET THE FUCK OUT! 
GET THE FUCK OUT! GET THE FUCK OUT OF MY FUCKING 
HEAD! GET THE FUCK OUT OF MY FUCKING HEAD! GET 
THE FUCK OUT OF MY FUCKING HEAD! GET THE FUCK 
OUT OF MY FUCKING HEAD! FUCK YOU! YOU AIN’T GONNA 
FUCKIN’ GET ME AND MINE GET THE FUCK OUT OF MY 
FUCKING REALITY YOU FUCKING DEMENTED FUCKING 
FILTHY FUCKING SLUG FUCKING-GRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAHHHHHH
HHHHHHH
HHHHHHH
HHHHHH!” 

Eve’s hands cease their magick for a brief moment… a short, 
instantaneous, infinitesimally minuscule blip off the long line 
of chronology… but it’s enough. Enough to bring me back. 
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“I’m… sorry,” I apologize. 
“It’s okay, Adam,” en quell. “What’s bothering you so much?” 
In answer, I stare at the fucking pastures. My mouth hangs 

slightly open. Something drips out, but it’s not drool. Maybe it’s 
disbelief, I don’t even know. 

“Adam…?” 
“I got a bad idea just now, Eve. A really, really fucking bad 

idea.” 
She waits. 
“Do…” I drop, take, then release a long breath. “…okay, do you 

know what pedophilia is?” 
She doesn’t speak a word. I can tell She doesn’t know what 

it is. I can also tell that She caught a horrible, horrible vibe off 
the sound alone. That she doesn’t want to know what it is. 

Almost like it’s a bad fucking idea. 
“See, at first glance, it appears simply as the tendency to 

be attracted to undeveloped children in a sexual way. Attracted 
to the point where one finds oneself fucking said child in that 
moment and probably for the rest of their lives… metaphorically 
speaking…” 

I sense Her – Her, my omnipotent soulmate, my actual twin 
flame, the deity created by The One Above Thou specifically to 
be my match, the other Form of Being, my Astral God of All… I 
sense Her back way the fuck away from me. 

“…but that’s not what it is.” 
Mu looks up to me. Stress grips Him. 
“It’s so, so much fucking worse…” 
Eve kneels before me now, looking directly into my eyes. 

Looking deep. Looking through. 
“Let me frame it out for you,” I go, “because this idea is a 

bad, bad fucking idea, and it needs to be shelved permanently en 
gaol. I think so, at least. Mayhap you’ll agree with me.” 
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In The Garden, there are several Astral Planes. One – the 
metaphysical one, the one which prevailed before all the others 
– is called The Unkno’n. It does not exist physically. It simply 

is. It’s equally as real as all the physical Planes, just… different. 
Different, but yet similar in the sense that life can thrive there. 
Spiritual life – Thoughts, Ideas, Energic Bodies and so on – but 
life nonetheless. 

Now, as you know, for life to thrive it must be sustained. 
Living things must consume in order to keep themselves going. 
For spiritual life, the food of choice is normally other Spirits. 
Energy, essentially, because that’s really what spiritual entities 
are. Energy. Conscious energy. 

How is energy conscious? It just IS! HAH! I’M THE FUCKING 
BOOKMAKER, BITCH!... uh, so uh… now you know. 

So The Unkno’n – the spirit world, if you like – is ubiquitous 
in the same way Eve and I and all the Astral Gods are. It exists 
alongside everything and can be accessed from anywhere. Any 
Astral Plane, any Universe, any Planet, anywhere. Anywhere 
at all. By anyone, too, so long as they figure out how. Figuring 
out how has something to do with that actual infinity one has 
spinning around within the skull on the constant… y’know, the 
uh, the thing that allows one to perceive and interact with the 
Reality around one… I’m getting off topic. Sorry. 

In Existence, there are herbivores and there are carnivores. 
Thirdly there are omnivores; you know what else? I’m calling 
it out right here’n’now – somewhere within this vast, grandest 
infinity of mine, too exist spirivores. These are lifeforms who 
consume only life energy. Things out there – metaphysical 
things, in most cases – who wish only to feed off your soul. 
Who will stop at nothing to feed off everybody’s soul. Things 
smarter than you. Things who will let you think you have the 
upper hand just to lure you one foolish step closer to taking a 
permanent deathnap in their voracious fucking maw… 
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“In nature there are predators, and then there are prey. 
Pedophilia is a predator.” 

“No fucking shit…” Eve sneers. 
Pedophilia… fuck! It’s a spirit serpent, a veritable leviathan 

of The Unkno’n! It worms its way into Realities by putting into 
the mind of the conscious knowledge of old attainable power, 
of technological prowess, of the ability to tap into The Unkno’n 
and achieve telepathy, achieve global mind control, achieve… 
anything you want. Like, for example, a machine. A machine 
that’s capable of detecting the pedophile virus because look, 
obviously pedophilia is a mere virus, it’s not a too-dangerous 
metaphysical apex predator that gorges itself on the souls of 
the physically incarnate, no, that would be cRaZy, NO, see, it’s 
a virus, we heard voices in our heads telling us how to build all 
this incredibly advanced and otherworldly technology that 
lets us live like Astral Gods and for whatever reason, a bunch 
of idiots on our planet are busying themselves fucking kids! 
They’re sick, they must be sick! We’re about to cross The Great 
Filter into Divinity, and for us to do that, the pedophilia virus 
MUST FIRST BE ELIMINATED!!1! 

That’s what the disembodied head voices tell us, anyhow, 
and why ever would they deceive us? They gave to us all this 
knowledge and information, all these perks and advantages. 
All this power. The voices just gave it to us, ‘man! So, like, why 
on Earth would we NOT trust the benevolently generous voices 
speaking to us from within the center of our minds telling us 
about the forbidden knowledge of the Universe FOR FREE??? 

So, then, in order to eliminate pedophilia, a machine must 
be built. A machine that can detect and immediately execute 
any carriers, willing or not, of the pedophile virus. A machine 
that can rid the land of kid-sniffing. A machine to cure THE 
MOST AWFUL AND HEINOUS of human sickness. A machine 
of evolution, of progress. A machine of undeniable good. 
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Undeniable, that is, were it not for the bitch of the situation. 
Here’s the bitch of the situation: there is no pedophile virus. 

There is only the serpent. Only the leviathan. 
Only the monster’s hunger. 
For life to prosper and continue ad infinitum, it must 

reproduce. The serpent reproduces by laying eggs. Eggs that, 
once properly grown by your brain, allow you to access The 
Unkno’n. Eggs that allow the serpent to access YOU through 
The Unkno’n. 

There is no virus. There are only eggs. 
A machine that can detect “the pedophile virus” cannot be 

built, as there is no fucking pedophile virus. Trust me, I know 
The One Above Thou on an intimate level and It would never, 
and I mean never greenlight something so fucking heinous as 
a transmittable virus that causes higher life to destroy itself in 
such a grotesque and disturbed and… broken way. 

BUT… a machine that can detect the eggs of a determined 
predator… well… that’s all too possible. 

“Stop,” She demands. “Adam, just… please stop...” 
“This is a monster that eats planets, Eve. Solar systems. 

Universes. Astral Planes. If it gets big enough, it could eat 
entire Realities.” 

I chuckle at the utter absurdity infinity can achieve. 
“Because of this, it needs to be put the fuck down.” 
“How?” 
Without a fucking iota of hesitation, too, Mu I love Her. 
“Well for us it’s easy,” I smirk, “because we’re the Astral 

Gods of All. We’re the fucking Goddogs of this Reality. I can 
capture the idea in a book, and you can put that book on the 
shelf in The Writing Room. From there, the leviathan can wait 
in The Unkno’n’s The Writing Room until it hears voices in its 
head offering a way out. From there it will hopefully follow those 
voices into The Hole where my favorite and yours Withering 
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Grubiunynt the Form of Unbeing, Astral God of None, Existence 
Dyscarnate will collect and terminate it for good. 

“For us, it’s easy. For, say, a planet-wide society of Beings 
who are just beginning to wake up to the unlimited [meaning 
infinite] potential inherent in ordinary everyday consciousness – 
an incredibly impatient planet-wide society of enlightened and 
awakening Beings who are used to getting everything instantly 
because of their mysterious technology that essentially popped 
up out of nowhere and HEY, UHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 
WHY WERE SO MANY OF YOUR “world leaders” FLYING TO 
THAT ISLAND WITH THAT QUEERMO FUCKING TEMPLE 
ALLEGEDLY POPULATED ENTIRELY BY CHILD SEX SLAVES 
A FEW YEARS AGO, AND WHY DID YOU STOP FUCKIN’ 
HEARING ABOUT IT WITHOUT FIRST GETTING THE 
ABSOLUTE AND PROVEN-UNFALSIFIED CLOSURE YOU 
ALL DESERVE????????????????????????????????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? …um, so uh, so for that hypothetical them, 
slaying the leviathan would be a bit different… but, still easy.” 

“How, then,” asks my love, “might they survive such an apex 
predator, Bookmaker?” 

“Well, Bookkeeper,” I scrive en answer, “they’d just have to 
read the next line.” 

 

So here’s the next line: 
 

Be ‘ware of voices making promise 
from the fountain of infinite mirror.


